Grad House, Lambda Chi Victorious; Burton, Baker Continue Win Streaks

By Terry Vanderwende

This week in the American League, Graduate House "A" continued its winning ways by trouncing Phi Delta Theta, 71 to 18. Favorite Lambda Chi "A" also won, edging Alpha Tau Omega "A", 88-65. In the Phi Del contest, Welch of Grad House tallied 21 points to lead all scorers. In the National League, Baker "A" and Burton "A" each won again, beating Phi Gamma Delta, 68-34, and Alpha Epsilon Pi, 51-36, respectively. Graduate Management "A" also posted a strong victory, demolishing Theta Chi "A", 78-33.

SAA Edges Phi Delta

In the American League action, Sigma Alpha Epsilon appeased by Phi Delta Theta by one point, 22-21, while Paradise Cafe posted only a two point victory over Sigma Chi, 42-31. The only other game in the National League saw Graduate House "B" beat Sigma Phi Epsilon "A", 43-31.

In the only game in the Pacific Coast League, Phi Mu Delta beat the Chinese Student Club, 42-13, to knock them from the ranks of the undefeated.

Burton "B", EDT Win

The American Association saw Burton House "B" and Delta Tau Delta trouncing Lambda Chi "B", 49-13, and Phi Kappa Sigma, 65-12, respectively, while Delta Upsilon upset Student House, 31-13.

Harriers Top Tufts, Lose To Northeastern

In the last meet of the season, MIT's varsity cross country team lost to Northeastern and Bates while topping Tufts in last Saturday's quadrangular. Tom Goddard '65, Roger Hinrichs '63, Chuck Shaw, and Bill Glassmire '65 received letter swimmers. In addition, Sigwart was elected Captain of next year's squad.

Winning the NE. Tennis Title and Posting One of the Best Soccer Records in the Northeast, Tech men Fared Well in 5 Varsity Sports this Fall

However the Engineers were only warming up. For in a few weeks they will swing into full competition in 10 Winter Sports

Annual All-Tech Swim Meet Features Class Competition

By Leon Katz

Saturday, November 17th marked the date of the Seventh Annual All-Institute Swim Meet. This was the event that pits freshmen, sophomores, juniors, seniors, and graduate students in spirited and very strong competition with each other. Traditionally, this promises an exciting evening of swimming competition. And apart from the races, the Wellesley Water Ballet, clown diver Chuck Montgomerie, and Olympic swimmers from Harvard and Yale are expected to provide great entertainment for all.

64 Edges 63

Last year the meet was the classic standout of all previous All-Tech Swims. Class of '64 was strong in its freshman, sophomore, and junior years--was aiming for an unprecedented fourth straight victory. Dark horse Class of '65, however, won the meet in a narrow margin of 177-175. Although taking only two first places as compared to five for '64, the class of '65 relied on tremendous depth to pull the victory out. By placing 37 individuals and four relays in the finals, '64 was able to steady its early lead.

Going into the last event, the 400 yard free style relay, the score was knotted at 117-117. Although taking only two first places as compared to five for '64, the class of '65 relied on tremendous depth to pull the victory out. By placing 37 individuals and four relays in the finals, '64 was able to steady its early lead. The 400 yard free style relay, the score was knotted at 117-117.

In the 100 yard breast stroke, Tom Ising '63 of SAE was first, with a time of 1:02.7. This was one of many impressive performances that contributed to '64's win.

Tech Wins in Rugby, Stops Holy Cross 6-0

For Year's 1st Victory

Led by Mal Clinebroad and Terry Snow Jr., Tech's Rugger was able to overcome the last Saturday's defeat to Harvard, 17-6, and win the game. Tech's victory over the Crusaders, 6-0, was a strong indication of the team's ability to compete at a higher level.

Backfield Puts Tech in Lead with a Few Minutes to Go

John Dressler '64, and Bill Glasmire '65 were both running strong, while topping Tufts in last Saturday's game. Tom Ising '63, Roger Hinrichs '63, Chuck Shaw, and Bill Glasmire '65 received letter swimmers. In addition, Sigwart was elected Captain of next year's squad.

How They Did

Cross Country

MIT placed 3rd in Quadrangular Meet

Rugby

MIT 6, Holy Cross 0
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